An activity I would want my class to do is a drawing competition.

We could have soccer competition

Hide and seek

We should have a school fair.

I would like another talent show.

I think the class should have a domino domination where the students have to make the most pretty presentation

You should have LEGO Construction

Party day

I would like an art competition for the 3/4 level. People don't have to join but if they want to they can.

I want to go to the cinemas!

I would like to go to the computer lab

Dear SRC and Mr Brew, I strongly agree that we should have a fair and a disco for the juniors and the seniors !!!!!!!! I hope there will be a place to just sit or I will be so sleepy after that !!!!!!!!!!!! I think that the boys will be wreaked about the karoke or talent show !!! I also think that electronics day will be No. 1 because lots of boys AND girls like electronics. from a student, Amelie !!!!!!!!!!!

Hip hop competition

Free day

Games Day

I strongly believe a world cup soccer competition should be held like one class vs another.

For the 5/6 class level I want a quiz activity.

I want to have a disco.

A children free day so we could choose what we want to do and choose which specialist we want to do.

we can go to the park

The Twilight Day would be a great idea to do again!

I would like cooking activities in our class

All grade 3/4 should how a maths competition
For Electronics Day, we should bring our electronics but classes have to store them into a cabinet so it won't get lost.

Maybe a contest of some sort for example cooking, dancing, singing etc. But its up to the SRC or a fashion show

* Cupcake competition * Art day * Cooking day * Causal day * Go to other classes for the day with a friend * You can play game for the whole day * Movie day ( Like a movie marathon ) * sports day (badminton, tennis,volley ball,rugby and more )

Water fights for 4/5/6

I would like a Christmas Activities to celebrate the end of the school year.

I would like my class to have a dress up day and we get to bring our electronics.I would also like to I A basketball match with the class level.

I would like to have a pet day.

A ghost house that lets you experience how it would be if you were in a earthquake/natural disasters

I Like the school as it is so far.

U dont know sorry

I would like a chance to be able to control ourselves once and awhile.Like a few minutes to

We do a Dancing with the stars and anyone can join

We can go to somewhere fun like cinemas

Make mask

Level 5/6 dress as singer or dance day

Level prep get to meet people day

Level prep hide and seek game a prize for the winner

I'd like my class or 3 4s to give out surprises to the children who show SEL in the playground please.

Dear S.R.C, I'd like to have a 1/2,3/4 and 5/6 disco and a movie about the olden school

I really enjoyed the disco last year and I think the new year 5’s should have a chance to come to a senior disco. I think a school fair is a great idea because we can hang with our friends and do many things together at the school fair. Some people enjoy cooking. Last year not everyone had a chance to join the cooking club but I think the SRC should plan a cooking event.

Making Our Own Blog So Students Can Earn CA$H
And, instead of the music our school has at the start of the day, we should try have ONE week with new music we like (appropriate music!). I like the 5/6's should pick songs for it though. But, again, it shouldn't have inappropriate words.

I want a water park.

A Karaoke night, with everyone participating, singing songs.

I think we should have a festival at our school for grade 3/4s and 5/6s

sport day

Fashion

Body painting it's like you can use hand feet.

Steam engine day

Space, Nature, etc Day.

Art Competition

Roller skating/blading race

Dear SRC, I would like to do some science fair competition.

Hide and seek

Cupcake competition

We can go to the cinemas.

maybe we should do a fashion show

Handwriting competition

Disco senior

play a Padi game called Minecraft so To bring our ipad to school

Dance competition

Spring Rolls Eating Competition

Quidditch tournament

Dear SRC, I want to have a Lego / Construction Activites. In the Lego Construction I want to have all the materials.

One day we open up all the walls and then we can go into any classroom.

Christmas art competition

I would like AFL for after school sports.

Dear SRC, I would like to do have a pajamas day
I would like a day how we bring whatever we want that is appropriate show we can share our things and have some fun.

I love sport and so do the 5/6's so I would like to do more sport because you can do more exercises and our school will be more healthy.

Advent candle making competition

I would like to learn lots and lots of origami

To be a day when you get to bring anything from home

Maybe we would have a 'Music Day'. We listen to music for the whole day/ week. I think people will most enjoy POP music like: Style, Thinking out loud, Like I can, etc.....

I think we should have a celebration and a party.

Maybe a team work challenge. For example a team cook/bake as a team or something

Sleepover for 5/6s. that will be so much fun ;)

It would be really fun for the 5/6's to experience a day in another 5/6 class and with different a teacher.

Food day we go and bring food to school and its some kind of a party but the whole school!